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ENHANCE YOUR RESILIENCE TODAY

The Triangle of Transformation
Are you ready to take control of your body language,

focus, and language to achieve success through
enhancing your resilience and confidence? Then

you’re in the right place. The Triangle of
Transformation from the amazing Dr Lizzy Bernthal

holds three key elements: body language, focus, and
restrictive and expansive language. These quick and
easy tips that you can use instantaneously will help
you feel more confident and better about yourself
which can not only improve your mental health but

can also help in your work environment.

Numbers Talk: The Sales Metrics That Matter
Numbers are a constant focus for every sales

organisation: more leads, more sales and more
metrics. However, having too broad a perspective

and tracking too many metrics can be detrimental to
your companies effectiveness. Taking a stripped-

back approach can help you create a more targeted
and successful sales machine. These three core

metrics will help you understand your salespeople’s
biggest challenges, opportunities and identify areas

for improvement...
DISCOVER CORE SALES METRICS NOW
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Tomorrow is National Have Fun at Work Day (although at The Growth Hub HQ, I like to think everyday is
fun!)

When I was growing up, I wanted to be a professional footballer. Of course it didn’t take long till I realised
that wasn’t going to happen, but some people really do get to find their dream job, or a close second… 

Our January Masterclass guest, Sarah Furness wanted to be a fighter pilot when she was younger, though
sadly it didn’t happen. So what did she do instead? She became a RAF Helicopter Pilot! Still pretty cool,
right? 

But it’s not exactly what you see on Airwolf…for those growing up in the 80s, I know the tune is in your
head now  

Sarah spent 20 years as a RAF helicopter pilot and Squadron Leader leading operational combat tours in
Iraq and Afghanistan. During her experiences, she had many ‘close calls’, having to think quickly and focus
on her one job at that moment in time: “fly the aircraft”. 

In this masterclass, Sarah shares the importance of prioritising when the pressure is on and why turning
away business can sometimes be beneficial for you…

See you next week!
Steve
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